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A multi-criteria data source selection (MCSS) scenario identifies, from a set of candidate data sources, the subset that best meets users' needs. These needs are expressed using several criteria, which are used to evaluate the candidate data sources. A MCSS problem can be solved using multi-dimensional optimisation techniques that trade-off the different objectives. Sometimes one may have uncertain knowledge regarding how well the candidate data sources meet the criteria. In order to overcome this uncertainty, one may rely on end users or crowds to annotate the data items produced by the sources in relation to the selection criteria. In this paper, a proposed Targeted Feedback Collection (TFC) approach is introduced, that aims to identify those data items on which feedback should be collected, thereby providing evidence on how the sources satisfy the required criteria. The proposed TFC targets feedback by considering the confidence intervals around the estimated criteria values, with a view to increasing the confidence in the estimates that are most relevant to the multi-dimensional optimisation. Variants of the proposed TFC approach have been developed, for use where feedback is expected to be reliable (e.g. where it is provided by trusted experts) and where feedback is expected to be unreliable (e.g. from crowd workers). Both variants have been evaluated, and positive results are reported against other approaches to feedback collection, including active learning, in experiments that involve real world data sets and crowdsourcing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The number of available data sources is increasing at an unprecedented rate [Halevy et al. 2016]. Open data initiatives and other technological advances, like publishing to the web of data or automatically extracting data from tables and web forms, are making the source selection problem a critical topic. In this context, it is crucial to select those data sources that satisfy user requirements on the basis of well-founded decisions.

Regarding the properties that the data sources must exhibit, there have been studies of the data source selection problem considering specific criteria, such as accuracy, cost and freshness [Dong et al. 2012; Rekatsinas et al. 2014].
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This paper adopts a multi-criteria approach that can be applied to diverse criteria in order to accommodate a wider variety of user requirements and preferences, while considering the trade-off between the required criteria. In this approach, from a collection of data sources, $S$, the problem is to identify a subset of the data sources $S'$ from which $R$ data items can be obtained that reflect users preferences. These preferences are represented by a collection of weighted criteria; for example, the criteria could be of the form $\text{accuracy}=0.4, \text{freshness}=0.3, \text{relevance}=0.3$, indicating that $\text{freshness}$ and $\text{relevance}$ are of equal importance to the user, and that $\text{accuracy}$ is more important still.

To solve the multi-criteria data source selection (MCSS) problem, a multi-dimensional optimisation technique is used to provide a solution that takes into account users preferences (represented as weights) in relation to the criteria [Abel et al. 2018]. This paper addresses the MCSS problem using an approach where the objective is to retrieve an optimal number of items from each data source given the weighted criteria that model the users requirements.

To inform the data source selection process, where criteria estimates are likely to be unreliable, one needs to annotate the candidate data sources to obtain their criteria values; this is an essential step, as one needs to know how each data source scores for each criterion. Given that there may be many data sources and criteria, the data source annotation process can become expensive. In this paper, the focus is on a pay-as-you-go approach, that collects feedback in the form of true and false positive annotations on data items, that indicate whether or not these data items satisfy a specific criterion. Such feedback could come from end users or crowd workers, and has been obtained in previous works ([Belhajjame et al. 2013; Bozzon et al. 2012; Franklin et al. 2011; Ríos et al. 2016]).

Having an efficient way to collect the feedback required to improve the knowledge about the data sources is important, as there are costs involved. Hence, there is the need to carefully identify the data items on which to ask for feedback in order to maximise the effect of the new evidence collected, and to minimise the amount of feedback that needs to be collected. Some recent work has focused on targeting feedback, especially in crowdsourcing (e.g. [Crescenzi et al. 2017; Li et al. 2016]); here such work is complemented by providing an approach to feedback collection for multi-criteria data source selection. Although the impact of uncertainty in data integration tasks has been explored in previous works [Magnani and Montesi 2010], the proposed TFC approach differs from other approaches to feedback targeting in building on confidence intervals on criterion estimates. In so doing, the proposed approach addresses two kinds of uncertainty: uncertain criterion estimates and unreliable feedback.

The importance of using feedback to improve information processing to provide better user experience extends beyond the data source selection problem addressed in this research and it has been applied to several real-world problems. For instance, in image retrieval, relevance feedback has been widely used in previous works [Barbu et al. 2013; Gallas et al. 2014; Villegas et al. 2013] to raise the quality of the results in terms of how closely they reflect the user’s intention. Implicit and explicit user feedback has also been used to improve neural to machine translations [Kreutzer et al. 2018], to amend the detection of bugs during automated application testing [Grano et al. 2018], and to enhance the interaction between adaptive robots and humans [Muthugala and Jayasekara 2017]. Hence, the search of mechanisms to make the feedback collection process cost-effective, such as the proposed TFC approach described in this paper, is becoming increasingly relevant.

To provide a practical example of the problems addressed in this paper, and how the proposed TFC approach is used to improve the solution to the MCSS problem, consider the example presented in Figure 1 (a). In this scenario, a user is looking for nutritional information on popcorn products and there are currently ten different sources that provide this information. This ten data sources are labelled $A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J$, each with different values in terms of their relevance (related to nutritional information about popcorn products) and accuracy (the correctness of the nutritional information presented) to the search. The MCSS problem for this example is which combination of those ten
data sources maximises the relevance and the accuracy of the results to the user inquiry. This is already a non-trivial problem that becomes more complex as the number of criteria increases. But, what if the values available for each data source over each of the criteria in contention are incomplete or unknown? Then the previous scenario can be depicted as in Figure 1 (b), where the original values are now surrounded by margins of error that represent the uncertainty for those values, making the selection problem even harder. To reduce this uncertainty one can rely on feedback to refine the estimated criteria values, hence, the proposed TFC approach is designed to aid in the identification of the feedback required to reduce this uncertainty and improve the MCSS solutions.

The following contributions are reported in this paper:

1. a strategy for targeted feedback collection for use with MCSS with an arbitrary number of weighted criteria;
2. an algorithm that implements the strategy, using the confidence intervals around the criteria estimates to identify those sources that require more feedback to improve the results of MCSS;
3. an extension to (1) and (2) that accommodates unreliable feedback; and
4. an experimental assessment of the proposed TFC approach using real-world data to show that TFC can consistently and considerably reduce the amount of feedback required to achieve high-quality solutions for the MCSS problem compared to the proposed baseline (random selection of data items) and an active learning-based technique called uncertainty sampling [Lewis and Gale 1994].

This paper is an extended version of [Ríos et al. 2017]; the extensions in this paper include additional experiments on the algorithm for reliable feedback (2), support for unreliable feedback (3), experiments with crowd workers whose feedback can be expected to be unreliable, and an extended discussion of related work.

Overall, this paper can be considered to be contributing on research into data quality: by supporting data source selection using criteria that capture the fitness for purpose of the data; by enabling data source selection to be informed by a wide range of quality criteria; by targeting feedback in ways that improves the quality of the criteria estimates; and by taking into account the reliability of the feedback in targeting feedback collection.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed definition of the problem. The concepts on which TFC builds are described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the TFC strategy and algorithm for targeting reliable feedback.
Fig. 2. Relation between TFC and MCSS

The experimental results comparing TFC against random and uncertainty sampling are in Section 5. The extension to accommodate unreliable feedback is described in Section 6, and evaluated with crowd workers using Crowdflower (now Figure Eight) in Section 7. Related work is discussed in Section 8, and conclusions are given in Section 9.

2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

MCSS is a complex problem when the number of criteria is large and the user can declare preferences over these criteria. Concretely, the MCSS problem can be defined as: given a set of candidate data sources \( S = \{s_1, \ldots, s_m\} \), a set of user criteria \( C = \{c_1, \ldots, c_n\} \) with weights \( W = \{w_1, \ldots, w_n\} \), and a target number of data items \( R \), identify a collection \( X \) with \( m \) elements, indicating how many data items each data source in \( S \) contributes to the solution. The data sources \( S' = \{s_i | s_i \in S, X[i] > 0\} \) contribute to the solution, and those in \( S \setminus S' \) do not.

The relation between the proposed targeted feedback collection approach (TFC) and the multi-criteria data source selection (MCSS) problem is presented in Figure 2, showing the interaction between the MCSS problem and the proposed TFC approach to target the feedback required to improve the criteria estimates of the candidate data sources. The first step involves the preparation of the scenario by considering the candidate data sources, the criteria to evaluate those data sources and the number of required data items, additionally the budget for feedback collection is allocated for the TFC approach. Secondly, TFC collects feedback on a random sample over the data items produced by all the candidate data sources. This feedback is used in the third step to compute the estimated criteria values that are used to solve the MCSS problem. In the fourth step, the data sources contributing to the solution to the MCSS problem are taken into account by the TFC strategy to target additional data items on which to collect feedback (fifth step), in order to refine the criteria estimates that are iteratively used to solve the MCSS problem (sixth step). Steps 4, 5 and 6 are repeated until the solution to the data source selection problem can not be improved by refining the criteria estimates, or the budget allocated for feedback collection is exhausted. The final MCSS solution is returned in step 7.

In this research, two scenarios were considered to provide the feedback required to improve the criteria estimates. The first one is based on reliable feedback assumed to be from expert users and the second relies on a crowdsourcing platform where workers provide the feedback. In the first case, the feedback can be considered as completely reliable.

1https://www.figure-eight.com/
and, hence, it does not provide additional uncertainty to the selection problem; the TFC approach for this scenario
is presented in Section 4 and evaluated in Section 5. For the second scenario, the crowdsourced workers introduce
additional uncertainty, as they may provide incorrect answers by accident or on purpose. Hence, to consider this
unreliable feedback, an improved TFC approach is described in Section 6 and evaluated in Section 7.

To describe the problems addressed in this paper in detail consider again the practical example presented in Section
1 about the selection of data sources in the food facts domain as presented in Figure 1 (a) with the ten data sources
S = {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J}, and two data property criteria to balance: relevance (c1) and accuracy (c2) with the
following weights W = {w1 = 0.5, w2 = 0.5}. The user requires a particular number of data items (R) from a subset
data sources in S that maximise both criteria and reflect the weights W (in this case, the user considers the two
criteria to be of identical importance). The first criterion, in this case, evaluates how relevant a data item is according
to the user’s expectations, for example, which items are relevant if looking for popcorn products? The second criterion
evaluates the accuracy of the attribute values on each data item; e.g., a data item would be considered accurate only if
the nutritional information is correctly stated and consistent with each product.

This problem can be solved by using linear programming or other multi-dimensional optimisation techniques [Abel
et al. 2018]. For this research, an additional factor is being considered, the presence of uncertainty in the data source
criteria estimates. This uncertainty is caused by incomplete evidence, and can be reduced by annotating data items
produced by each data source to determine if they satisfy the conditions for each criterion. The proposed TFC strategy
identifies the data items that reduce this uncertainty to support better solutions for the MCSS problem.

To solve the MCSS problem an optimisation technique can be applied, such as that presented in Subsection 3.3, to
obtain a solution X which is a vector containing the values of the decision variables x after the optimisation for all
the sources. This solution indicates how many data items each data source from S contributes. In Figure 1 (a), assume
that the solution includes data items from the data sources in S′ = {A, B, C, E}, in other words, the data sources in S′
contribute data items to the solution.

This paper addresses the case where there is uncertain knowledge about the criteria values, further complicating the
problem. In Figure 1 (b), instead of dots representing the data sources in the multi-criteria space, there are bi-dimensional
intervals representing the uncertainty around each data source’s criteria values. The real criteria values may be expected
to lie within this area, but, in the absence of more evidence, one does not know exactly where. For instance, if the
MCSS is solved against the estimated criteria values of data sources in S as shown in Figure 1 (b), then, a solution
containing a different subset of data sources, viz., {B, C, D, E}, may be obtained due to the uncertainty associated with
each estimated criterion, hence, leading to poor solutions to the MCSS problem. Therefore, now the question is: how
can one cost-effectively select data items on which to collect feedback, in order to reduce the uncertainty in a way that
benefits the optimisation technique in solving the MCSS problem? The proposed TFC is an approach that minimises the
number of data items on which feedback needs to be collected, and determines the point beyond which the collection
of more feedback can be expected to have no effect on which data sources are selected, as presented in Figure 2.

3 TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

To model different criteria under a common framework data quality techniques are used. Multi-dimensional optimisation
techniques, particularly for integer linear functions, are used to find a solution for the MCSS problem. The dimensions
in this case represent criteria that need to be balanced to find the best solution. These concepts are defined in this
section and are used to describe the proposed TFC approach in Section 4.
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3.1 Data Criteria

A data criterion is a metric that can be applied to a data set to evaluate how the data set fares on that criterion. There are many different criteria that can be applied to the data source selection problem. For instance, in [Pipino et al. 2002; Rekatsinas et al. 2015] accuracy (degree of correctness) and freshness (how recent is the information) were used. In [Rios et al. 2016], data sources are evaluated based on their precision and recall.

In this paper, the estimated value of a data criterion \( \hat{c} \) is evaluated as the ratio between the elements satisfying the notion for a given metric (and for which feedback has been collected) or true positives, \( tp \), and all the annotated elements, i.e., the sum of the true and false positives, \( fp \). For example, to evaluate the relevance of a data source, the number of relevant data items is divided over the total number of data items labelled for that source. The following formula calculates \( \hat{c} \) using the data items on which feedback has been collected for a data source \( s \):

\[
\hat{c}_s = \frac{|tp_s|}{|tp_s| + |fp_s|}
\]

For instance, the definition of relevance could be: a data item from the food facts domain is considered to be relevant if and only if it is associated with popcorn products.

3.2 Confidence Interval, Overlap and Sample Size

The proposed TFC strategy takes into account the data sources that should contribute to a solution (given a collection of data criteria) and those that should not. This is done by analysing the overlapping of the confidence intervals around the criteria value estimates for each data source. A confidence interval (CI) is the range formed by flanking the estimated value (based on the available evidence or feedback) with a margin of error for a required confidence level, and represents the space in which the true value is expected to be contained. This CI is associated with a given confidence level, which is the percentage of all possible samples that can be expected to include the real value. Following this definition, the larger the number of data items labelled for a data source, the greater the confidence in the estimated values, and hence, the smaller the CIs around these estimates. The following formulae are used to compute the CIs for a data source \( s \) [Bulmer 1979] (assuming the data is normally distributed as the real distribution is unknown):

\[
e_s = z_{CL} \cdot se_s \cdot \sqrt{\frac{1}{|tp_s| + |fp_s|}}
\]

To compute the upper and lower bounds of the CI the following equations are used:

\[
upCI = \min(\hat{c}_s + e_s, 1.0) \quad (3)
\]
\[
lowCI = \max(\hat{c}_s - e_s, 0.0) \quad (4)
\]

where \( s \) is a source in the set of candidate data sources \( S \), \( se_s \) is the standard error, \( fpc_s \) is the finite population correction factor used to accommodate data sources of any size assuming that they have a finite number of data items, \( L_s \) is the number of feedback instances collected for \( s \), \( T_s \) is the total number of data items produced by \( s \), \( \hat{c}_s \) is the estimated data criterion, and \( lowCI \) and \( upCI \) are the lower and upper bounds of the CI respectively. The result is the margin of error \( e_s \) around the estimate, e.g. \( \hat{c}_s \pm e_s \), for a given confidence level \( CL \) and its corresponding z-score \( z_{CL} \).

The proposed TFC strategy relies on the CIs surrounding the criteria estimates for each data source, and how these CIs overlap. The approach [Knezevic 2008] is to determine not only if two CIs overlap, but also the amount of overlap. Analysis of this overlap determines whether the two CIs overlap or not and, if so, whether their means are significantly...
Assuming that the estimated value $\hat{c}_s$ is higher than $\hat{c}_{s'}$, then, there is overlap between the CIs if:

$$\hat{c}_s - \hat{c}_{s'} \leq \hat{c}_{s'} + \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - \hat{c}_s}}$$  

(5)

The means of the CIs of $s_1$ and $s_2$ are not significantly different, hence, the intervals are significantly overlapping, if:

$$\hat{c}_s - \hat{c}_{s'} \leq \sqrt{\frac{e^2}{\hat{c}_s} + \frac{e^2}{\hat{c}_{s'}}}$$  

(6)

For instance, assume four data sources with initial estimated relevance, in regards to a user query, and CIs as shown in Figure 3. In this plot, only $s_1$ contributes to the solution to the data source selection problem, thus, the overlap is analysed between the CI of $s_1$ and the CIs of the other sources. Using Equations 5 and 6, the following results:

1. There is no overlap between the CIs of $s_1$ and $s_2$ as the lower bound of the CI of $s_1$ is greater than the upper bound of the CI of $s_2$.
2. There is overlap between the CIs of $s_1$ and $s_3$ but the difference between the means is significant.
3. There is overlap between the CIs of $s_1$ and $s_4$ and the difference between the means is not significant.

Based on the previous observations and following the TFC strategy, the result of the analysis is that only $s_1$ and $s_4$ must be considered for additional feedback collection. $s_1$ because it is already contributing to the solution, and $s_4$ because its CI significantly overlaps with the CI of $s_1$.

The TFC strategy uses the sample size $s_S$ for a finite population $T$ [Foley 1972; Lewis and Sauro 2006] to compute the number of data items required to have a representative sample of the entire population given a confidence level and a margin of error. Feedback on the sampled elements is then collected to compute an initial estimate of the underlying data quality. $s_S$ is also used to estimate the number of elements required during each feedback collection episode:

$$s_S = \frac{\frac{\sigma^2}{2} \cdot (1 - \hat{c}_s)}{\frac{\sigma^2}{2} \cdot (1 - \hat{c}_s) - 1}$$  

(7)

### 3.3 Multi-Criteria Optimisation

Considering that the data criteria are evaluated using linear functions, linear-programming techniques can be used to find the optimal solution that balances all the criteria and user preferences (represented as weights). To solve the optimisation problem, a Multi-objective linear programming (MOLP) approach called Min-sum has been selected [Abel et al. 2018]. This approach seeks to minimise the summed weighted deviation from the ideal solution across the multiple criteria.
dimensions. Min-sum has been selected due to its simplicity in trading off the different criteria and low computational
requirements, and can be represented as a linear programming model with a collection of objective functions $Z$ and
their associated constraints. The solution is a vector $X$ with the values of the decision variables $x$ after the optimisation.

Following the Min-sum approach, the first step is to obtain the ideal $Z_k^*$ and negative ideal $Z_k^{**}$ solutions (best and
worst possible solutions, respectively) for each criterion $k$ by using single objective optimisation. These solutions are
found by optimising each criterion with respect to the following single objective function $Z$:

$$Z_k = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} x_i \cdot \hat{c}_{ks_i}}{R}, \quad k = 1, 2, \ldots, n, \quad (8)$$

where $m$ is the number of data sources available, $n$ is the number of user criteria, $x_i$ is the number of data items used
from data source $s_i$, $\hat{c}_{ks_i}$ is the value of the criterion $k$ for $s_i$, and $R$ is the number of data items requested.

$Z_k$ is solved as both maximisation and minimisation objective functions with the following constraints. The number
of data items chosen from each source in $S$, $x_i$, cannot exceed the number of items $|s_i|$ produced by $s$:

$$x_i \leq |s_i| \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, m \quad (9)$$

The total number of data items chosen must equal the amount requested:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{m} x_i = R \quad (10)$$

And the minimum value for the decision variables $x$ is 0 (non-negativity):

$$x_i \geq 0 \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, m \quad (11)$$

The ideal and negative ideal solutions for each criterion $k$ are then computed to obtain the range of possible values.
These solutions, along with the constraints from Equations 9-11, and the user preference weights $w$ are used to find a
solution that minimises the sum of the criteria deviations. Each per-criterion deviation measures the compromise in a
solution with respect to the corresponding ideal value given the user weights.

The weighted deviation for each criterion $D_k$ shows how far the current solution is from the ideal:

$$D_k = w_k \cdot \frac{Z_k^* - Z_k}{Z_k^* - Z_k^{**}}, \quad k = 1, 2, \ldots, n, \quad (12)$$

And finally, the optimisation model consists in minimising the sum of criteria deviations $\lambda$ (measure of the overall
deviation from the objective) by considering the constraints in Equations 9-12 as follows:

$$\min \lambda,$$

where:

$$\lambda = D_1 + D_2 + \ldots + D_n, \quad (13)$$

4 TARGETING FEEDBACK USING MULTI-DIMENSIONAL CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

4.1 Overview

In this section, the TFC strategy is defined following the practical problem described in Sections 1 and 2, where the goal
is to select, from the available candidates, the data sources that provide the maximum combined relevance and accuracy.
to support an analysis of nutritional information of popcorn products. For this goal, some budget was allocated to fund feedback on $b$ data items. The assumption is that there is no up-front knowledge of the relevance or accuracy.

Following Figure 2, initial estimates about the values of the criteria for the candidate data sources are needed. These initial estimates are obtained by collecting feedback on a representative random sample of data items (Equation 7). Equation 1 is used to compute the criteria estimates, and the associated margin of error is calculated with Equations 2, 3 and 4, to obtain the confidence intervals (CIs) for each criterion and for each data source, as shown in Figure 4 (a).

Given these initial estimates, the goal now is finding the combination of sources that maximises the desired criteria (relevance and accuracy) while considering the trade-off between them. This objective can be formulated as a Min-sum model using Equation 13 with the criteria estimates as the coefficients and the number of data items from each source as the decision variables. Min-sum then finds the combination of data items returned by each data source that yields the maximum overall weighted utility $oU$ for the optimisation goal (maximum combined relevance and accuracy).

By applying Min-sum over the candidate sources, assume the following subset of data sources contributing to the solution is found: $S_s = \{A, C, D, E\}$. This preliminary solution is illustrated in Figure 4 (a). In the same figure, a different subset of data sources $So = \{B, G\}$ is identified that are not part of $S_s$ but that have CIs for the optimisation criteria that overlap with data sources in $S_s$ (graphically, the areas defined by the CIs of $B$ and $G$ overlap those defined by the CIs of the sources in the non-dominated solution, whereas $F$, $H$, $I$ and $J$ do not). This overlap is computed using Equations 6 and 5. It suggests that, in addition to the sources in the preliminary solution $S_s$, more feedback is needed on $B$ and $G$ in order to decide whether they belong to the solution or not. The proposed TFC strategy then collects more feedback on a new set, $S' = S_s \cup So = \{A, B, C, D, E, G\}$. The data sources in $S'$ benefit from additional feedback either by reducing the uncertainty as to whether or not they should contribute to the solution, or by refining their criteria estimates.

Having decided on which data sources more feedback needs to be collected, the next step is to determine how much feedback should be collected. This is obtained with Equation 7, which computes the sample size over a population that, in this case, consists of the unlabelled data items produced by all the data sources in $S'$.

Once the number of data items on which feedback needs to be collected has been determined, feedback is collected on them and is used to refine the criteria estimates; this is done by recalculating the estimates and margin of error for each criterion for each data source. This approach is followed for the data sources that are either part of a preliminary solution or are candidates to become part of the solution. This refinement continues while there is enough budget $b$ for feedback collection, there is still overlap between the CIs of data sources contributing to the solution and those from non-contributing sources, and there are unlabelled items.

It is important to notice that in Figure 4 (a), the data sources $F$, $H$, $I$ and $J$ are not considered for further feedback collection, since their CIs do not overlap with those of any of the sources contributing to the solution, and therefore, they have no statistical possibility of being part of it, unless there is a need for more data items than those produced by sources in $S'$. By filtering out these outliers, TFC focuses on those data sources that can be part of the solution.

The strategy leads to a state where the CIs for data sources in the solution do not overlap with the CIs of other data sources, as shown in Figure 4 (b). The result is a solution with a subset of data sources $\{A, B, C, E\}$ with low error estimates, and another subset of data sources $\{D, F, G, H, I, J\}$ that were excluded from additional feedback collection as they have a low likelihood of being part of an improved solution. Notice that, in this example, the data source $D$, that contributed to the preliminary solution in Figure 4 (a), turned out to be of lower quality once its estimates were refined and was excluded from the improved solution in Figure 4 (b). On the other hand, the data source $B$, that did not contribute to the preliminary solution in Figure 4 (a), was finally included in the solution in Figure 4 (b) as its estimates turned out to be higher after more feedback was collected.
In summary, the TFC strategy addresses the problem by:

- Obtaining reliable criteria estimates for a set of candidate data sources based on the feedback provided by users over the values of the data items produced by these candidate data sources.
- Computing a solution to the multi-criteria data source selection problem given the criteria estimates.
- Analysing the overlap between the confidence intervals for the criteria estimates for the candidate data sources, to identify which data sources deserve to be considered for more feedback collection.
- Refining the criteria estimates of the candidate data sources, in the light of the feedback, to improve the solution returned by the optimisation algorithm.

An important feature of the proposed TFC strategy is that it can be applied to problems with multiple criteria, varied user preferences (weights) for each criterion, and over a large number of data sources of variable size and quality.

### 4.2 Algorithm

This section describes the algorithm for the TFC strategy applied to the MCSS problem. The pseudo-code for the algorithm is given in Figure 5.

The inputs for the algorithm are: 
- \( S \): the collection of data sources from which a subset must be selected that together satisfy the user requirements considering the criteria and specific preferences; 
- \( C \): the collection of criteria modelled as described in Subsection 3.1; 
- \( U \): the set of unlabelled data items produced by data sources in \( S \); 
- \( W \): the collection of criteria weights representing users preferences; 
- \( b \): the allocated budget for the total number of items on which feedback can be obtained; 
- \( R \): the total number of user requested data items; 
- \( cL \): the confidence level; 
- \( e \): the initial margin of error. 

The output is a vector \( X \) with the number of data items each data source contributes.

To solve the MCSS problem, based on the criteria estimates refined by the proposed TFC approach, the first step is to obtain the sample size for the number of data items that need to be annotated to achieve a statistically representative view of all the data items (line 3). This sample size is computed with Equation 7 using the number of unlabelled data items produced by data sources in \( S' \) to represent the sample population. The confidence level and margin of error determine the sample size of the data items on every data source.
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The feedback collection process is represented by the `collectFeedback` function (line 4), which takes as arguments the set of sources considered for feedback $S'$, the set of unlabelled data items $U$, and the number of additional data items on which feedback is required $sS$. This function randomly selects from $U$ at most $sS$ data items on which feedback needs to be collected. The remaining budget is updated accordingly depending on the number of data items identified (line 5).

The criteria values can be estimated for each candidate data source in $S$ once the feedback is collected and assimilated. The function `estCriteriaValues` (line 6) uses the candidate data sources $S$, the sets of labelled and unlabelled data items $L$ and $U$, the collection of criteria $C$, and a given confidence level and margin of error $cL$ and $e$, to compute the collection of estimated criteria values $\hat{C}$ for each data source. These estimates rely on the data items already labelled and are computed with Equation 1, as described in Subsection 3.1. The estimates obtained are used to build the confidence intervals (Equations 3 and 4) around each criterion estimate (and for each data source), by computing the margin of error with Equation 2. The confidence intervals are then analysed for overlapping one dimension at a time. This approach is followed to handle multiple dimensions without considering them all at the same time for the statistical computations. An example of how the confidence intervals may look at this early stage of the process is shown in Figure 1(b) from Section 2, where there is high overlapping between the confidence intervals and no clear candidate sources.
At this point, with initial estimated criteria values for all the candidate sources, the MCSS problem can be solved by applying an optimisation model as described in Subsection 3.3 (Min-sum) to obtain a solution that maximises the overall weighted utility \( oU \). The `solveMCSS` function (line 7) represents this step and requires the collection of candidate data sources \( S \), the set of estimated criteria \( \hat{C} \), the set of weights representing the user preferences \( W \), and the total number of user requested data items \( R \). The output from this optimisation is a vector \( X \) with the number of data items each data source contributes. The set \( S' \) is initialised before processing the data sources (line 8).

Having determined the confidence intervals for each criterion and data source, and the data sources that contribute to a preliminary solution \( X \), the overlap between these intervals can be analysed. This analysis is performed by the `isSignificantlyOverlapping` function (line 12), that takes the estimate for each criterion \( c \) in \( C \) applied to each data source \( s \) in \( S \) and the solution for the MCSS problem \( X \) to determine which intervals from data sources contributing to the solution significantly overlap with intervals from non-contributing data sources. The overlapping analysis uses the concepts defined in Subsection 3.2, in particular Equations 5 and 6, to determine if two intervals are significantly overlapping or not. As this overlapping is evaluated at data source level (not criterion level), when all the criteria is evaluated with significant overlap the data source \( s \) is considered for feedback collection (condition: and \( oL \) in line 12).

The next step is for each data source contributing to the solution or for each non-contributing source that has some significant overlap with data sources contributing to the solution (line 14), to be added to the set \( S' \) which holds the data sources on which feedback needs to be collected (line 15). \( S' \) is used in the next cycle to compute a new sample size \( sS \) over the remaining unlabelled data items. After a few rounds of feedback collection the scenario can be as in Figure 4 (a), where there is still some overlapping but the data sources contributing to the solution are now mostly identified.

The iteration continues while any of the following conditions hold (line 2): (i) There is overlapping between confidence intervals of data sources that contribute to the solution and data sources that do not contribute. (ii) The number of data items on which to collect additional feedback obtained by using Equation 7 is greater than zero. In other words, some data items are still left for feedback collection. (iii) The remaining budget \( b \) is greater than zero.

When the loop exits, the solution \( X \) (line 19) is a collection of counts of the number of data items to be used from each candidate data source in \( S \). Figure 4 (b) presents a potential image at this stage, where no overlapping exists between confidence intervals of data sources contributing and not contributing to the solution. This condition indicates that the selected data sources should not change if additional feedback is collected. This is, thus, a well-founded approach to deciding when additional feedback is unlikely to be fruitful.

5 EVALUATION: TFC VS RANDOM AND UNCERTAINTY SAMPLING

This section presents the experimental results for evaluating TFC against two competitors: random and uncertainty sampling. Random acts as a baseline. Uncertainty sampling is a general active learning-based technique that is applicable to the explored setting. To the best of our knowledge, there are no specific contributed solutions to this problem in the research literature.

5.1 Competitors

The random sampling does not target specific data items for feedback. This baseline competitor considers, as candidates for feedback, all unlabelled items produced by the data sources, providing an even distribution of the feedback collected.

Uncertainty sampling follows the active learning paradigm, which is based on the hypothesis that if a learning algorithm is allowed to choose the information from which it is learning then it will perform better and with less training [Settles 2012]. The decision to incorporate and active learning technique as a competitor of TFC it is based on
both strategies seeking to reduce uncertainty, although TFC also considers the user’s requirements. In the uncertainty sampling technique, an active learner poses questions to an oracle over the instances for which it is less certain of the correct label [Lewis and Gale 1994]. Often the uncertainty is represented by a probabilistic model that represents the degree of uncertainty associated with the instances. In this paper, the uncertainty is represented by a heuristic that considers the weights of the data criteria and the margins of error for the estimated criterion of a data source. Feedback is collected first on those data items whose originating data source has the largest margin of weighted error, thus taking into account the importance the user places on the criterion. The uncertainty is computed as follows:

\[
u_t = \max(w(\hat{c}_{k_i}) \cdot e(s_i, \hat{c}_{k_i})) \mid k = 1, 2, \ldots, n\]

(14)

where \( t \) is a data item produced by the data source \( s \), \( u \) is the uncertainty value on which the items are ranked, \( w \) is the data criterion weight, \( e \) is the margin of error (Equation (2)), \( \hat{c}_{k_i} \) is the data criterion, and \( n \) is the number of criteria.

For feedback collection, those items with the highest uncertainty are targeted first, considering all criteria and candidate data sources. For example, to evaluate the uncertainty on two data items \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) each produced by two data sources \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \), and \( S_2 \) and \( S_3 \), respectively, and assuming that we have two criteria weighted as follows: \( w(C_1) = 0.4 \) and \( w(C_2) = 0.6 \), and that the margins of error for the candidate data sources and criteria are: \( e(S_1, C_1) = 0.345 \), \( e(S_2, C_1) = 0.172 \), \( e(S_3, C_1) = 0.394 \), \( e(S_1, C_2) = 0.261 \), \( e(S_2, C_2) = 0.108 \), and \( e(S_3, C_2) = 0.289 \). By using Equation (14) the following uncertainty values for each data item are obtained:

\[
u(t_1) = \max(w(C_1) \cdot e(S_1, C_1), w(C_1) \cdot e(S_2, C_1), w(C_2) \cdot e(S_1, C_2), w(C_2) \cdot e(S_2, C_2)) = 0.1566
\]

\[
u(t_2) = \max(w(C_1) \cdot e(S_2, C_1), w(C_1) \cdot e(S_3, C_1), w(C_2) \cdot e(S_2, C_2), w(C_2) \cdot e(S_3, C_2)) = 0.1734
\]

Therefore, \( t_2 \) is selected for feedback collection to reduce the higher uncertainty associated with data sources \( S_2 \) and \( S_3 \).

5.2 Experimental Setup

5.2.1 Data Sources. Taking into account the practical example introduced in Section 1, the following evaluation uses a data set about food products². This data set contains nutritional information about world food products in an open database format. The information has been gradually collected from vendor’s websites and added to the database by unpaid contributors. An additional data set (about UK real estate data) was used to evaluate the proposed TFC approach but since the results were very similar to those presented here, these were not included as well.

These experiments take into account 86,864 different data items produced by 117 virtual data sources (where each virtual data source represents a contributor to the database). Each data item has the following textual attributes: creator, product_name, quantity, countries, serving_size and nutrition_score.

The targeting approaches were tested with different numbers of data criteria (two, four and six) and varied weights among them (users preferences). The data criteria considered were (in order): correctness, relevance, usefulness, consistency, conciseness and interpretability. The weights corresponding to each tested scenario and for each data criterion are presented in Table 1.

²https://world.openfoodfacts.org/data
Table 1. Criteria weights for experimental scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>2 criteria (w₁)</th>
<th>4 criteria (w₂)</th>
<th>6 criteria (w₃)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (c₁)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance (c₂)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness (c₃)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency (c₄)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conciseness (c₅)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretability (c₆)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To implement the data criteria several notions were synthetically defined to represent a request or intention. For instance, the notion of relevance is validated against the values of the attribute countries, considering that these data items should be produced in either France or Britain to be considered relevant. Similar notions were defined for the other data criteria in order to build a collection of data sources with varied scores on each dimension, that may represent a real-world data integration scenario.

The experiments were repeated 20 times to reduce the fluctuations due to the random sampling, and the average values were reported. All the statistical computations assume that the data for every data source is normally distributed, and are based on a 95% confidence level (z-score = 1.96) with an error of 0.05.

For these experiments, the feedback collected is simulated by sampling over the ground truth, in order to evaluate the performance of the approaches without considering additional factors like worker reliability in crowdsourcing [Liu et al. 2012]. The ground truth was obtained by modelling a typical user’s intention over the food data and evaluating this intention across the six data criteria in Table 1.

In these experiments, the maximum overall weighted utility oU is evaluated by applying the Min-sum model from Equation 13 to solve the MCSS problem. This metric is defined in Subsection 5.2.2. A single optimisation technique is used to compare the impact of changing the approach used to refine the estimated values of the criteria by following different feedback collection strategies.

5.2.2 Optimisation Evaluation Metrics. To compare the solutions returned by the optimisation algorithms (described in Section 4) first one needs to define the metric used to evaluate these solutions. This evaluation uses the overall weighted utility oU which is a measure of the utility of a solution considering users preferences.

To obtain the oU the average weight-adjusted utility U is computed for each criterion c and considering the range of possible values c can take. The following formula computes U for a given criterion c and a data source s:

\[
U_c = \frac{\left(\sum_{s=1}^{R} x_s \cdot c_s\right) - Z^*_c}{Z^*_c - Z^*_c}
\]

And then U is combined for all criteria while considering users preferences (weights W) for each criterion c to compute oU:

\[
oU = \sum_{c=1}^{n} U_c \cdot W_c
\]

where n is the number of data criteria, \(c_s\) is the current value of the criterion c for data source s, \(x_s\) is the number of data items chosen from data source s, R is the user requested number of data items, \(Z^*_c\) is the ideal solution value for criterion c, and \(Z^*_c\) is the negative ideal solution value for c.
5.3 Results

5.3.1 Overall Weighted Utility Comparison. The plots presented in Figure 6 show the $oU$ for the three targeting strategies compared on three different scenarios for which the weights are given in Table 1: two criteria with even weights ($w_1$), four criteria with uneven weights ($w_2$) and six criteria with varied weights ($w_3$).

Figure 6 (a) shows the comparison of the averaged $oU$ for the three targeting strategies with incremental levels of feedback for two criteria. The dotted line represents a reference solution achieved without uncertainty (100% of the data items labelled). The results are clearly favourable for TFC as it finds a solution with more than 0.8 $oU$ with only 2.5% of the data items labelled, in comparison with 0.32 and 0.43 $oU$ achieved by the random and uncertainty sampling approaches, respectively, for the same amount of feedback collected. As this scenario considers only two criteria ($W_1$) the solution is hard to find, because the number of potential solutions is larger than when more criteria need to be balanced, in other words, if the number of constraints increases (by having more criteria to select the data items), the number of potential solutions decreases which, in turn, reduces the complexity of the optimisation problem.

In Figure 6 (b), TFC still clearly outperforms its competitors, in a scenario with four data criteria. The averaged overall weighted utility $oU$ for the reference solution is not as high as in the previous scenario due to the reduction in the number of potential solutions, which is caused by imposing more restrictions (more criteria) in the optimisation problem. This reduces the difference between the three strategies but, by using TFC, the solution with 2.5% of labelled data items has 0.7 $oU$, while random and uncertainty sampling achieve 0.33 and 0.39 respectively.

Figure 6 (c) shows the averaged $oU$ for the scenario with six criteria. In this case, as the number of constraints is increased, the optimisation algorithm finds solutions with lower combined $oU$ hence the smaller difference between the three strategies. The advantage of the proposed TFC approach is smaller but, for instance, with 2% of labelled data items, TFC allows a solution with $oU$ of 0.6, compared with 0.31 and 0.39 for random and uncertainty sampling respectively.

In the previous figures, the return on investment is clearly favourable for the TFC approach as the overall weighted utility $oU$ of the solution achieved by solving the MCSS problem is always larger with TFC, particularly for small amounts of feedback, which is aligned to the objective of reducing the feedback required to obtain effective solutions when following a pay-as-you-go approach.
5.3.2 Feedback Required Comparison. In this section, a comparison between the amount of feedback required for the three approaches to reach the reference solution is presented. The reference solution is considered to be achieved when three successive estimated overall weighted utility values are within a small margin ($10^{-6}$) of the reference solution.

In Figure 7 (a), the difference between the feedback required to reach the reference solution is compared for the three strategies for two criteria. TFC clearly outperforms the other approaches by a factor of two to four.

In Figure 7 (b), the difference between the feedback required to achieve the results of the reference solution is reduced due to the number of constraints (criteria) considered. With four criteria the number of potential solutions is decreased, therefore, reducing the complexity of the optimisation problem. Even so, the amount of feedback required using the TFC approach is between three and four times smaller than random and uncertainty sampling.

Finally, Figure 7 (c) shows the differences in feedback required over a highly constrained problem (with six criteria), that has a smaller number of potential solutions, compared with the previous two experiments, and therefore the difference between the three strategies is smaller. These results are explained by the fact that the potential solutions for this problem, in the data set used, have a lower oU than the previous experiments and, therefore, the optimisation algorithm easily finds acceptable solutions even when the criteria estimates have a large margin of error. Even with a reduced margin, TFC still outperforms its competitors with low amounts of feedback collected. For instance, the feedback required to reach the reference solution by the TFC strategy is less than half the feedback required by the random approach, and 36% smaller than the feedback required by uncertainty sampling.

A pattern, as we move from Figure 7 (a) to (c), is that uncertainty sampling improves compared with random. As the number of criteria to be balanced increases, the combined weighted utility for the reference solution decreases (i.e., it becomes harder to find very high-utility solutions that correctly balance six criteria instead of only two), hence, by reducing the reference solution threshold, all approaches reach this threshold with less feedback, as the number of combinations of data sources (potential solutions) that can reach the lower threshold increases. In other words, there are more mid-quality than high-quality solutions in the data set.

A characteristic of uncertainty sampling is that it over-focuses the feedback collection on those data sources with the highest uncertainty (in contrast with random, which spreads the feedback evenly among all), therefore, with multiple subsets of data sources as potential solutions, it becomes more likely that uncertainty sampling will refine the estimates of one of these subsets to reach the reference solution than for random to refine the estimates of all the data sources to reach the same goal. That is why, as the number of criteria, and thus the number of potential solutions, are increased, uncertainty sampling eventually outperforms random.

In general, random and uncertainty sampling do not perform well in the tested scenario. For random, the number of candidate data sources and data items causes a large spread of the feedback over all the data sources, including those that have very poor criteria values; this feedback dispersion produces slow improvements throughout the process for this approach. In the case of the uncertainty sampling, its results are slightly better than the random approach when comparing the oU at early stages of the feedback collection process, but the improvement is sometimes even slower than random, as this strategy not only keeps considering all the data sources during the whole process but it also causes the feedback to be wasted on labelling data items from data sources that are not part of the solution, just because those data sources may have a large uncertainty in their criteria estimates.

6 ACCOMMODATING UNRELIABLE FEEDBACK

In this section, an approach is proposed that enables the TFC method from Section 4 to take account of unreliable feedback. In Subsection 6.1, different approaches to unreliable feedback are considered, and in Subsection 6.2 it is shown...
6.1 Approaches to Unreliable Feedback

To extend TFC to accommodate unreliable feedback, the following questions must be answered:

1. How is the reliability of the crowd workers to be evaluated?
2. How is the worker’s reliability to be assimilated into the TFC approach?

Regarding the first question, in the literature there are already several approaches to dealing with worker reliability, including:

- Majority voting: [Fink 2002; Litwin 1995; Osorno-Gutierrez et al. 2013];
- Probabilistic modelling: [Crescenzi et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2015];
- Iterative learning: [Karger et al. 2011; Sheng et al. 2008]; and
- Expectation maximisation: [Dawid and Skene 1979; Dempster et al. 1977; Raykar et al. 2010].

Among these options, the simplest in terms of mathematics and also to implement is majority voting. To confirm that the proposed TFC strategy can be used with different approaches to evaluate worker reliability, results are compared using majority voting and expectation maximisation in Section 7. Other alternatives are based on assumptions that do not apply to the problem of evaluating the worker’s reliability or need initialisation and/or training.

For the second question, there are also some alternatives on how to assimilate the obtained reliability:

- Apply an individual worker’s reliability at data item-level (this option is computationally-intensive, and item-level feedback is not especially well matched for collection-based source selection).
- Apply individual worker’s reliability at data source-level (requires data items to be pre-selected to build surveys).
- Apply overall reliability at data source-level (eases reliability assimilation, no pre-selection needed).

As decisions are made in TFC based on source level estimates for criteria values, the overall reliability at data source-level is adopted, which also turns out to be straightforward to implement in practice.
6.2 Incorporating Unreliable Feedback

As in previous works [Fink 2002; Litwin 1995; Osorno-Gutierrez et al. 2013], there is the need to generate a subset of redundant data items that will be assigned to different workers (Inter Observer Reliability or IrOR). Majority voting is then used to assess the workers’ reliability. To evaluate each worker’s reliability for a given data source \( S \) the labels for IrOR are compared, counting how many times each worker agrees or disagrees with the other workers, and computing the reliability as follows:

\[
\text{worker\_reliability}(S) = \frac{\#\text{agreed}(S)}{\#\text{agreed}(S) + \#\text{disagreed}(S)}
\]

(17)

\[
\text{overall\_reliability}(S) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{\#\text{workers}} \text{worker}_i\_\text{reliability}(S)}{\#\text{workers}}
\]

(18)

All workers with a reliability below \( r_T \) are excluded and their responses discarded; this deals with systematic errors from workers trying to complete tasks quickly, or incorrectly on purpose.

In statistical theory, there is the standard error of measurement \( sem \) [Bulmer 1979] that estimates the extent to which an instrument (e.g. a task) provides accurate responses. It requires the standard deviation \( \sigma \) of the instrument and its reliability \( r \):

\[
sem = \sigma \cdot \sqrt{1 - r}
\]

(19)

For a population proportion \( p \), \( \sigma \) can be replaced by the standard error for a sample size \( n \) [Bulmer 1979]. Equation (19) can be rewritten as:

\[
sem = \sqrt{\frac{p \cdot (1 - p)}{n}} \cdot \sqrt{1 - r}
\]

(20)

For the proposed TFC strategy, to calculate the confidence intervals with \( sem \) instead of the standard error \( se \) Equation (2) is modified as follows:

\[
e^* (cL) = z_{cL} \cdot sem(S, L, \hat{c}, r) \cdot fpcf(S, T, L)
\]

\[
= z_{cL} \cdot \left( \frac{\hat{c} \cdot (1 - \hat{c})}{|L_S|} \cdot \sqrt{1 - r_S} \cdot \left( \frac{|T_S| - |L_S|}{|T_S| - 1} \right) \right)
\]

(21)

where: \( \hat{c} \) is the estimated user criterion (proportion), \( S \) is a single data source or a set of sources, \( r \) is the reliability of the feedback collected, \( e^* \) is the adjusted margin of error (considering reliability), \( cL \) is the confidence level required, \( L \) is the set of distinct data items labelled (feedback), \( T \) is the total number of data items produced by the data sources, and \( z \) is the \( z \)-score for a confidence level (assuming a normal data distribution).

7 EVALUATION: TFC WITH UNRELIABLE WORKERS

This section describes an experimental evaluation of the approach from Section 6 using crowdsourced micro-tasks hosted by CrowdFlower (now Figure Eight)\(^3\).

\(^3\)https://www.figure-eight.com/
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7.1 Crowdsourcing Task

The task used in these experiments involves consulting crowd workers to identify data sources of movie reviews, on the basis of whether they are factual, useful and relevant. A statement is considered to be: factual if it conveys no opinion, and simply provides information; useful if it provides information that can help in making a decision as to whether or not to watch a movie; and relevant if it provides information on the type or genre of a movie. The overall objective is thus to identify sources that contain suitable movie reviews.

For this task, an existing data set is used, that included movie reviews from different data sources\(^4\), and designed tasks that asked users about the factuality, usefulness and relevance of statements from the reviews\(^5\). The crowd worker is provided with detailed instructions on what is required, along with examples, and is then asked questions about statements from reviews, using the web form illustrated in Figure 8.

7.2 Experiment Setup

The experiment involved the use of 67 data sources containing 10,000 distinct reviews. The number of iterations for feedback collection was three – one involving random sampling for data source annotation and worker reliability assessment, and then two with targeted collection of additional feedback. In the initial phase, any worker with a reliability less than 0.7 is rejected as untrustworthy.

Each task obtains feedback on 30 statements from reviews, of which 27 are asked to only one worker and three are shared with others for estimating worker reliability. The time that a task would take to complete is estimated, and workers were paid at the rate of the UK National Minimum Wage (which resulted in a payment of £3.72 per 30-question task). In this scenario, the proposed TFC approach is compared against the active learning-based technique called Uncertainty sampling, described in Subsection 5.1 to demonstrate how an approach that focuses on reducing the uncertainty does not necessarily provide improved solutions in a scenario where the uncertainty is not only in the criteria estimates but also in the feedback used to refine those estimates. To provide a comparison between the proposed TFC approach with and without considering the unreliability of the collected feedback, an additional experiment was carried out involving synthetic feedback, i.e., provided by gradually disclosing the ground truth, but using the same data set about movie reviews and an equivalent experimental setup as the crowdsourced experiment.

\(^4\)http://www.cs.cornell.edu/People/pabo/movie-review-data/

\(^5\)In this data set, batch numbers are related to how and when the reviews were collected, and consider data with different batch numbers to represent different data sources. The resulting data sources are varied in terms of quality and size.
To evaluate the performance of majority voting to estimate the workers’ reliability, an experiment was carried out to compare the reliability obtained also through expectation maximisation [Dawid and Skene 1979], which is a popular algorithm to estimate the quality of an element in the presence of incomplete evidence. The results for a subset of crowd workers providing the feedback for the three iterations from the previous experiment are shown in Figure 11. In this table, the workers marked with diagonals were discarded due to having a reliability below the threshold ($r_T$) of 0.7. As can be observed, the computed reliability is close enough to discard the same workers in both scenarios. Although, the expectation maximisation algorithm relies on further iterations to converge towards the actual workers’ reliability, this technique benefits from several rounds of feedback collection to further refine their estimates. Therefore, a decision was made to maintain the majority voting technique to estimate the workers’ reliability since its simplicity produces acceptable results for the purposes of the overall TFC approach while requiring a reduced number of feedback collection rounds.

### 7.3 Results

Figure 9 presents the actual and estimated overall weighted utility for uncertainty sampling and TFC, where feedback is collected synthetically (a), and through the crowdsourcing platform (b). The following can be observed:
• The initial overall weighted utility \( oU \) is the same for both approaches, as they both share the same initial sample of responses from crowd workers that provide preliminary estimates of the criteria for each source.

• When additional feedback is collected, the results obtained by TFC are significantly better than those from uncertainty sampling. This is at least in part because TFC considers fewer sources to be candidates for inclusion than uncertainty sampling, as illustrated in Figure 10.

• As more feedback is assimilated, the difference between the actual and estimated \( oU \) drops faster for TFC than for uncertainty sampling in all scenarios. This is because of a combination of two factors: (i) the feedback is targeted on the included data sources using TFC; and (ii) the amount of feedback collected on each data source takes into account the reliability of the workers providing the feedback.

• Majority voting, used to estimate the workers’ reliability, provides acceptable results (compared with expectation maximisation), as it can be used to discard the feedback provided by unreliable workers, as shown in Figure 11.

• Where reliable feedback is obtained synthetically (Figure 9 (a) and Figure 10 (a)), the results are consistent with those obtained in the previous experiments with reliable feedback in Subsection 5.3. Through the TFC strategy, the reference solution (solution without uncertainty) is reached with 15.9% of the data items labelled, when the unreliable feedback is handled by the mechanisms described in Subsection 6.2. If synthetic feedback is used, TFC helps reaching the reference solution with 14.3% of labelled items. The difference derives from the additional 10% of feedback required to measure and handle the workers’ reliability. In the experiment with synthetic feedback, the error reduction is significantly faster, as all the feedback is used to refine the estimates.

8 RELATED WORK
This section discusses the relevant related work for the problem described in Section 2, specifically on multi-criteria data source selection and how to identify the data items on which feedback should be collected to improve the results.

8.1 Data source Selection with Multiple Criteria
Most work on data source selection uses one or two dimensions. In [Dong et al. 2012], the source selection is guided by the marginal gain in the financial value of the selected sources, with the predicted economic value of a source based on the estimated accuracy of its contents. Thus, the optimisation problem is one dimensional (marginal gain), and other criteria are combined in a way that reflects their contribution to the value of the data. In [Rekatsinas et al. 2015], the objective is to automatically infer the sources quality following a vision which was later implemented as the SourceSight system [Rekatsinas et al. 2016]. This research is the most related to the MCSS technique that forms the context for our work, even though the result from SourceSight is not a single solution but a set of non-dominated solutions with different trade-offs from which the user can select one. SourceSight does not investigate feedback targeting. The method proposed in [Talukdar et al. 2010] follows the pay-as-you-go approach to consider new and existing feedback on search results to construct queries over new and existing sources, in a setting where active learning has been used for feedback targeting [Yan et al. 2015]. Concerning solutions involving multiple dimensions, few works, as far as we know, have addressed the problem. In [Rekatsinas et al. 2014], the objective is to select a subset of the candidate data sources with the highest perceived gain. This gain is inferred by considering a fixed number of criteria such as accuracy, freshness and coverage to evaluate and rank the different sources; user preferences are not considered in this work. Another example is the approach followed in [Mihaila et al. 2000, 2001], where several criteria are considered for the source selection problem, such as completeness, recency, frequency of updates and granularity. These criteria are evaluated for ranking purposes using a data model that represents the quality of the data in the form of meta-data associated with...
the candidate sources. This work assumes that there is no uncertainty about the values of those quality dimensions and the fuzziness is used to match the user preferences to the quality meta-data. In [Martin et al. 2014], the quality criteria considered are completeness, consistency, accuracy, minimality, and performance, applied to data integration tasks such as schema matching and mapping refinement, but in this case the criteria are assumed to be certain.

The MCSS proposal for which we target feedback [Abel et al. 2018] is outlined in Subsection 3.3. The paper discusses several optimisation strategies, and the trade-offs they make. This paper extends the work of [Abel et al. 2018] by describing an approach to feedback targeting for such weighted multi-dimensional optimisation problems.

### 8.2 Targeted Feedback Collection

This section reviews different approaches to targeted feedback collection. The discussion is in two main categories, the ones that follow generic strategies like active learning, and those relying on bespoke techniques.

The active learning approaches consider that a machine learning algorithm can perform better if it is allowed to identify its own training data [Settles 2012], by determining which questions to present to an oracle who provides the training data (e.g. a crowd worker). Uncertainty sampling is a technique that follows the active learning paradigm, which targets those elements with the highest associated uncertainty. This uncertainty can be represented in different ways depending on the problem at hand. In [Lewis and Gale 1994], uncertainty sampling is used for data classification, and the uncertainty is computed based on the probability that a data pattern belongs to a certain class. In a similar way, uncertainty sampling can indicate which elements need to be considered for feedback collection and, consequently, reduce the uncertainty. For this reason, this technique was selected as a competitor to the TFC strategy.

Among other works that have applied active learning in data management problems, there is a solution, designed for entity resolution, called Corleone [Gokhale et al. 2014], where the uncertainty is used to select pairs of records to collect feedback about for which decision tree classifiers exhibit more disagreement. This work (like TFC) has also provided ways to decide at which point enough feedback has been collected. In the context of web data extraction, [Crescenzi et al. 2015] presents a solution that collects feedback on the results produced by automatically generated extraction rules, using a strategy based on vote entropy [Settles 2012] to evaluate the probability of correctness of these rules. For classification tasks of larger magnitude, the work in [Mozafari et al. 2014] focuses on ways to apply active learning techniques for crowdsourcing, addressing problems like obtaining collections of results back from the crowd, dealing with unreliable workers, and producing a generalised approach to tackle arbitrary classification scenarios.

Some approaches require particular and strong assumptions, closely related to each problem tackled. For instance, in synthesising record linkage rules [Isele and Bizer 2012], the assumption is that a single element from the set of candidates is required (the correct or the most suitable one) and the others can, therefore, be discarded. In our case, multiple data sources may be required, and data sources are removed from consideration only when enough evidence has been gathered to conclude that they should not contribute to the solution.

Despite the large number of fields and applications where active learning techniques have been implemented, there are several data management problems where researchers have developed tailored solutions to obtain feedback in a selective way. Among these works, there are some crowd database systems like Quirk [Marcus et al. 2011] and CrowdDB [Franklin et al. 2011]; in these systems, a query specifies the result required and the query optimiser determines the minimum number of questions that need to be posed to the crowd, to reduce the associated costs, based on the features of the query and other factors like the reliability of the crowd worker. Regarding skyline queries, in [Lofi et al. 2013] the authors use the crowd to enquire about missing values, based on how the risk of having missing data entries affects the quality of query results. In [Liu et al. 2012], a bespoke solution called Crowdsourcing Data Analytics System (CDAS)
[Liu et al. 2012] uses a pre-established accuracy to predict the number of crowd tasks required to achieve a result, considering also the worker’s reliability. As more evidence is collected, the system adjusts the number of required crowd tasks depending on how far away the objective is. In [Goldberg et al. 2017], the proposed pi-CASTLE system is developed to use crowdsourcing in prediction problems involving conditional random fields, applied to text labelling and extraction, using constrained inference to assimilate the feedback provided by the crowd. Another work, that also applies crowdsourcing to entity resolution, is [Chai et al. 2018], in which a novel framework CrowdEC is presented that relies on an incentive-based strategy to evaluate and improve the quality of the crowd workers responses. To analyse how complex is to handle unreliable responses provided by crowd workers, [Zheng et al. 2017] presents a survey on different approaches on real datasets, that try to infer the truth from responses collected in crowdsourced platforms, finding that none of the evaluated algorithms perform with the required accuracy and stability, leaving this problem open for future research. In [Zheng et al. 2015], the Quality-Aware Task Assignment System for Crowdsourcing Applications (QASCA) is introduced, a solution to assign tasks to crowd workers in an efficient manner and using data evaluation metrics such as accuracy and f-score. These are examples of crowdsourcing applied to data integration. In this paper, crowdsourcing was used to obtain the feedback required to reduce uncertainty in criteria estimates.

In our previous work on feedback targeting for source selection [Ríos et al. 2016], feedback was identified to support source selection in which the problem to be solved was to maximise precision for a given level of recall (or vice versa). In this approach, the sources were sorted by their estimated precision, and feedback was collected on all sources that were candidates to contribute to the solution. A source was a candidate if its estimated precision (taking into account the margin of error for the estimate) could be above the threshold for inclusion. Here, as in [Ríos et al. 2016], the margin for error is considered in criteria values, but we have extended the approach to the more general setting of weighted multi-criteria data source selection, substantially changing the algorithm for feedback targeting.

Solutions using active learning techniques and other tailored approaches are guided by particular features of the problem. In general, the active learning-based techniques do not seem suitable for our problem because they aim to provide uncertainty reduction over individual elements (data sources), and in our case the optimisation is performed by testing different combinations of data sources; in other words, individual source uncertainty does not help the selection process to find the best combination to satisfy the requirements. That is why a bespoke solution was developed.

9 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a TFC strategy for targeting data items for feedback, to enable cost-effective MCSS. TFC addresses the problem of incomplete evidence about the criteria that inform source selection and its key features are:

1. Feedback is collected in support of multi-criteria optimisation, in a way that takes into account the impact of the uncertainty on the result of the optimisation.
2. Feedback is collected not for individual data sources in isolation, but rather taking into account the fact that the result is a set of data sources.
3. Feedback is collected on diverse types of criteria, of which there may be an arbitrary number, and user preferences in the form of weights are taken into account during the targeting.
4. Feedback collection stops when the collection of further feedback is expected not to change which data sources contribute to a solution (i.e., there is no significant overlap between the criteria estimates for the selected and rejected data sources).
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(5) Unreliable feedback is addressed through an extension to the statistical approach applied for accommodating uncertain criterion values in the context of reliable feedback.

(6) Experimental results, with real-world data, show substantial improvements in the cost-effectiveness of feedback, compared with a baseline (random) solution and an active learning technique.
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